DAY 27: SUPER AMAZING HOLIDAY
GIFT GUIDE GIVEAWAY! SO MUCH TO
WINICRAZYI
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Day 27 of my 50 DIY Days of Christmas: Super Amazing Holiday Gift Guide
Giveaway! There will be 5 winners, check out all the goodies below.
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1. Miyu Beauty Prettea Little Quartet: This four-piece introductory collection of
MIYU's beauty essences and teas promises to lovingly hydrate and soothe from
complexions from the inside out. 1 - hydrate mi beauty essence, 15 ml, 1 - destress mi beauty essence, 15 ml, 2 sachets of hydrate mi beauty tea, 2 sachets
of de-stress mi beauty tea.

2. Spa Sonic Face and Body Polisher: Spa Sonic Face and Body Polisher includes
four brush head attachments, unlike other spin brushes on the market today. A
small brush for the face, a large brush for the body, a pumice pad for rough
areas, and a facial sponge for microdermabrasion and reduction of fine lines are
all included with the device.
3. PUR Attitude Energizing Oxygen Serum & Wild Durian Fruit Peel: This serum
features algae extract, which works to nourish and firm the skin, ceramides to
promote a synergistic effect with the skin, and a paraben-free preservative
system. By combining an anti-aging secret from Southeast Asia with an
advanced delivery system, Wild Durian Fruit Peel detoxifies impurities and
significantly accelerates cellular renewal by gently dissolving the bond that holds
dead skin cells on the surface, ultimately re-texturizing and resurfacing the skin.
4. Eat, Drink, and Be Curly Hair Kit from Ouidad: Our Best Selling Curl
Quencher collection for curls needing lots of nourishment this winter is back!
This set contains 8.5 oz sizes of Curl Quencher Shampoo, Conditioner and
Gel. Through December 3rd, head to Ouidad.com to receive 20% off all orders
during check out, & 25% is also available for orders over $60.
Rafflecopter will be choosing the winners for this giveaway. There will be 5
winners (one for each gift guide). The first person chosen will pick whichever gift
guide they want. The next winners will choose after that until all the gift guides
have been picked. PLUS, Emile M. Shop is offering $20 coupons to 10 runners
up. Yay!

HOW do you win? Well, wander through the bagillion ways you can get
entries in the Rafflecopter widget below! There are so many ways to get
multiple entries. PLUS: if Rafflecopter choose your name twice, that
means you win TWO gift guides. Good luck!

